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After David watched Mick leave, he stood there for about ten minutes. He noticed no 
one was entering the auction venue.  

‘Maybe it’s too early!’  

After all, there were three more hours before the auction.  

He did not want to go in initially, but if he entered now, he would be all alone.  

It was not that David was scared of being lonely, but when the people participating in 
the auction arrived later, they would immediately see him and remember him.  

This was not in line with David’s low-key personality.  

Thus, he followed Mick’s instructions and left the auction venue to wander on the streets 
outside.  

As one of the top five trading companies in the Central Sacred Continent, Treasure 
Trove’s headquarters would naturally be the most flourishing and central location at the 
super-large trade zone. There were always people walking around on the streets.  

David wandered on the bustling streets, but his mind was on the auction that would start 
in three hour’s time.  

This auction was very important to him.  

His strength would depend on this auction. He did not know how long he would need to 
wait if he missed it.  

He randomly found a tavern that looked slightly more high-end and walked in.  

Welcome!”  

Two tall and sweet-looking attendants bowed and welcomed him.  

After he entered the tavern, David saw a lot of people drinking, chatting, and boasting 
loudly  

on one floor.  

Soon, a beautiful waitress walked over.  



Sir, how many of you?”  

Just me. Get me a quiet place. I don’t like the noise,” David answered.  

Do you have a VIP card?”  

No  

I’m sorry, Sir. If you don’t have a VIP card, you can only dine at the dining hall on the 
first floor You will need a different tier of VIP card for every floor,” the beautiful waitress 
explained  

David thought, ‘All service industries will use the same tactic indeed.  

They always have different treatment for different consumers.  

1 sdp that on Earth, and it’s also the same here  

Get me one then, David thought about it and cald  

Abright, come with me, sir  

The beautiful waitress brought David to the front deal  

Which VIP tier do you want, sh  

“Get me the highest one I want to all on the top floor, David cald  

ir, the highest tier will cost you  

A few minutes later, David spent ten million Star Dollars to get a VIP card of the highest 
fick  

After that, he left the front desk and headed to the top floor while the beautiful 
waltresacs stared at him with stars in their eyes  

This place was pretty spacious and there were not a lot of people therefore, there were 
only a few tables that were occupied  

David picked a seat near the window and watched the bustling street below  

“Sir, what would you like to order?” The beautiful waitress who brought David up here 
asked courteously  

It had been a while since she met a customer who would throw away money so 
recklessly  



When she first saw David, she knew this young tan was not simple  

Not only was he handsome, but he also had an amazing temperament  

Based on her years of reading people, she was sure that David was a direct descendant 
of a major force.  

Indeed, he did not even bat an eyelid when he spent ten million signing up for a 
member card  

A promising young man like him was the target of women like them who were yearning 
for love  

Who would not want to go from rags to riches/  

“What’s your signature dish and wine? Get me one of each,” David answered casually  

con though he was not in the most to cat, aims he was here, he could not occupy a seat 
for To the one of this tavern needed money to Hun this place Furthermore, they were 
located en sin halutting street, an their coat should not be how  

Morcone, how.could be sign up for a VIP cand loud not spend any money?  

Excu though Bay  

Wed money, he how it was shameful to waste resources  

The beautiful waitress lifted her left hand after she said that A screen appeared and she 
tapped on it canally with her left hand  

After she did that, she looked at David and continued, “sh, I’ve ordered them for you Do 
you want to check the pic  

No need just being them here,” David replied  

bal,” the beautiful waitress left after she said that  

Alright, please wall, in Enjoy your meal,  

David watched the bustling stroot  

the had a question in his heart this entire time  

Earth was only a level o civilisation, but there were skyscrapers up to a 100 stories high 
everywhere  
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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1702–The Milky Way, a level civilization, and star 
Kingdom, a level civilization, were much more civilised than Barth but David did not see 
skyscrapers made out of reinforced concrete All of the buildings were made from metal 
or strong wood Plus, they would not be too tall  

For example, David was sitting on the oth floor This was already one of the highest 
buildings  

The other buildings would only have 4, 4, or 5 floors The highest would probably be 
more than to floors  

David felt as if he had gone back in time on Earth, However, he was brought back by 
the advanced technology the waitress used when she ordered his food for him  

He never understood what was going on  

Topically speaking, the higher the civilization, the more advanced the technology  

In some cases, the Milky Way and Star Kingdom were indeed much more advanced 
than Farth  

However, why was it not the case when it came to buildings?  

In fact, David did not know that it would take more than ten years to build a building on 
barth using reinforced concrete. Then after decades, It would slowly decay  

On the other hand, the building under his feet now would last for centuries, or even 
millennia  

This was the difference  

How could reinforced concrete compare to the special metal and wood used to build the 
buildings?  

There was a ten times difference in regard to their lifespan  

It was not that star Kingdom did not have the skill to build call buildings In reality, they 
just did not need it  

Star Kingdom was enormous, so there was a lot of space for people to live  



Everyone liked to have their own place and own land, so why would they waste so 
much effort to build tall buildings?  

Aside from some major forces who would spend a lot of money and materials to build 
high buildings to show off their status, no one else would do it  

Not only that, the people realized during their development that the human body was 
the biggest treasure in the universe. They were almost endless  

Regardless of how advanced technology was, it was still something external. It would 
never be able to help humans achieve eternal life.  

Therefore, humans started researching other things.  

They slowly shifted their focus from outside the human body to inside the human body  

In the end, this was what happened.  

Cultivation was the treasure to open up the human body  

As long as they reached Eternal Realm and were not affected by any external factors, 
the human lifespan would reach an epoch, which was 129600 years  

If they then reached Saint Realm, their lifespan would become unlimited  

This was something advanced technology could not achieve.  

Hence, David did not see the technology he imagined when he was in the Milky Way, a 
level 3 civilization, and Star Kingdom, a level 7 civilization.  

Instead, they looked as if they had gone back in time.  

This was the result of humans shifting their research focus as they developed further  

However, this was the core secret of the human face  

If David wanted to know more, he would only have the chance when he became a Saint 
and joined the Saints Association.  
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